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Acclaimed German Manufacturer Fun Factory Announces Release of DER VIBRATOR Line
The next generation of rechargeable toys features FlexiFUN Technology™.
LOS ANGELES, July 28, 2015 – Fun Factory has released upgraded editions of
the popular Patchy Paul and Tiger vibrators, the first in their highly
anticipated G5 – Der Vibrator line. Made of the same supple medical grade
silicone that has made Fun Factory a beloved brand for nearly two decades,
the line uses FlexiFUN Technology™ for a pliable shaft that moves with the
user’s motion. Customers will love the Der Vibrator line’s quiet, deep
frequency vibrations, which feel like a powerful rumble, rather than a highpitched buzz, and can be felt just as intensely at the toy’s tip as at its base.
FlexiFUN Technology™ opens up a variety of options, in terms of both comfort
and play. Adventurous customers will be excited to discover how many
positions and sensations a flexible shaft allows. Users with
sensitive skin or vaginal atrophy will experience greater
physical comfort than with other insertable toys, as a Der
Vibrator toy will mold to the natural curves and
movements of the body.
Designed for intuitive control, Der Vibrator toys feature an
ergonomic loop handle that is equally effective for rightand left-handed users. With Der Vibrator’s easy one-button
on/off control, customers can simply “press FUN to play”
and then use the + and - buttons to scroll through six vibration intensities and six
rhythms. Customers who travel will also appreciate the key lock function, which
lets them ensure that their toy won’t start buzzing at an inopportune moment.
The Der Vibrator line is 100% waterproof, thanks to Fun Factory’s signature
Click’n’Charge system. The new battery level display lets customers know when
their Patchy Paul or Tiger vibrator needs a charge, so that they never run out of
fun.
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“We wanted our customers to be able to get the most fun possible out of this next generation of
vibrators,” commented Kristen Tribby, Fun Factory’s Director of Marketing and Education. “Whether
that means using the vibes’ impressive length to experience a cervical orgasm for the first time or
inventing a position that no one has ever tried before, these toys let your imagination run wild.”
###
FUN FACTORY is an innovator in the adult toy industry, combining German engineering with a sense
of joyful experimentation to create pleasure products that are both superior and unique in design.
Since 1996, our factory in Bremen, Germany has employed eco-friendly methods and fair labor
practices in producing our bestselling FUN FACTORY toys.
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